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Abstract
For more than a decade, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has maintained the short tandem repeat
DNA Internet database (STRBase), which is located at http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/. The purpose of STRBase has been and
continues to be an attempt to bring together the abundant literature and information in the forensic genetics field in a cohesive fashion to
make current and future work easier. New materials are regularly added to expand the valuable information contained on the STRBase
website.
# 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In late 1996 and early 1997, while a postdoctoral researcher
working with Dennis Reeder at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), I compiled the initial
information for and launched the short tandem repeat DNA
Internet database (STRBase). Many of the core materials came
from my Ph.D. dissertation on STR typing by capillary
electrophoresis, which was written in the summer of 1995. A
comprehensive examination of more than 500 articles from the
scientific literature on STRs was conducted to organize useful
information from the rapidly growing field of forensic genetics.
The initial information contained in STRBase was described
previously [1–3]. Over the past decade, aggressive collection of
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articles on STRs from forensic journals and other sources has
resulted in over 2900 publications, which are listed in the
STRBase reference section (http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/
strbase/str_ref.htm). This comprehensive collection of publications on the subject has led to several reviews on forensic
DNA analysis [4,5].
2. Materials and methods
Information on the STRBase website is contained in
hypertext markup language (HTML) files that were created
primarily using Microsoft FrontPage Software (Richmond,
WA). Over 1000 files now exist containing 10,000 plus printed
pages of information that are connected with approximately
4600 hyperlinks. An additional 2300 hyperlinks connects
various information on STRBase to other Internet websites
including 342 direct links to various organizations, journals,
academic and forensic institutes, commercial sites, genetic
genealogy labs, parentage testing labs, and legal sites dealing
with forensic DNA (see http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/
strbase/weblink.htm). Thus, STRBase is not a true searchable
‘‘database’’ but rather a collection of information with
interconnected files. Since July 2006, resources that are added
to STRBase are now tracked on a ‘‘recent updates’’ page: http://
www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/updates.htm.
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Table 1
Software tools available for download from STRBase (http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/software.htm)
Program name

Author

Purpose

AutoDimer
mixSTR
Multiplex_QA
STR_ConvertFormats
STR_MatchSamples
OmniPop

Peter Vallone (NIST)
David Duewer (NIST)
David Duewer (NIST)
David Duewer (NIST)
David Duewer (NIST)
Brian Burritt (San Diego PD)

Aids multiplex assay design through comparing batches of primers to one another
Compares reference profiles to mixtures for rapid allele inclusion/exclusion
Enables comparison of quality metrics for ABI 310/3100 electropherogram data
Transforms data from columns into rows
Compares STR types from multiple data sets to aid concordance checking
Enables profile match probability calculations across up to 202 populations
http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/populationdata.htm
http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/population/OmniPop200.1.xls

3. Results and discussion
3.1. STR fact sheets, multiplexes, and variant alleles
STR fact sheets are the centerpiece of STRBase and list
information regarding genomic location, GenBank accession,
repeat structure, reported PCR primer sets, observed allele sizes
and sequence structure, commercially available allelic ladders,
common multiplexes, and mutation rates. A total of 53 STR fact
sheets including all 18 core or common loci used in current
commercial STR kits [6] are available at http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/str_fact.htm. In recent months, new fact
sheets for SE33, D2S1338, D19S433, D1S1656, and DYS635
have been created and information on other loci brought fully
up-to-date to enable coverage of all commercial STR kits.
Multiplex assay and kits are visually summarized by locusspecific allele size ranges and dye colors with each locus name
hyperlinked to the appropriate STR fact sheet. Labs worldwide
continue to contribute to knowledge regarding rare alleles such
that we now have catalogued 364 variant alleles and 153 triallelic patterns.
3.2. Training materials and NIST project team output
Numerous PowerPoint slides, NIST publications and
presentations, software programs, and other useful information
are available for download and use by the forensic genetics
community. Materials from over a dozen recent workshops
consisting of thousands of slides covering capillary electrophoresis, low-copy number DNA testing, mixture interpretation, qPCR DNA quantitation, Y-chromosome and mtDNA
analysis, and validation are available for use at http://
www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/training.htm.
3.3. Information and tools to aid PCR primer set
concordance studies
A new section of STRBase was recently created to track null
alleles detected through DNA testing with different primer sets
(http://www.cstl.nist.gov/biotech/strbase/NullAlleles.htm).
Thus far, 38 entries covering 12 different STR loci are listed from
various published studies including a recent concordance study
of the new MiniFiler kit with other commercial STR kits [7].
A new software program running in Microsoft Excel and
entitled STR_MatchSamples was created by David Duewer

(NIST Chemical Sciences and Technology Laboratory) that
enables concordance checking with multiple data sets. This
program is listed in Table 1 along with others that can be
downloaded from STRBase.
4. Conclusions
STRBase has been well received and widely used by the
forensic genetics community and we continue to create
additional resources for our website. In 2005, NIST adopted
STRBase as an official Standard Reference Database (SRD)
giving further credence to the value of the information
contained in our website.
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